
Ops achievement for CRPF website from 21/10/19 to 27/10/2019 
 

 JAMMU & KASHMIR 

 
 

1. On 22/10/19 CRPF troops along with RR and J&K Police neutralized 03 militants 

of AGuH outfit in the area of village Rajpora, U/PS Awantipora, Distt. Pulwama 

(J&K) and recovered arms/amns from the possession of killed militants.  

 

1. CHHATTISGARH 

 

i. On 26/10/19, CRPF troops along with state police during area domination 

duty between sarkeguda and New Tarrem, U/PS-Basaguda, Distt-Bijapur 

recovered and IED ( approx. 10 kg). The recovered IED was destroy by BDD 

squad on the spot. 

 

Ops achievement for CRPF website  

from28/10/19 to 03/11/19 

2. BIHAR 

 

i. On 31/10/19, CRPF troops along with state police during search operation at 

vill-Lakra,  

  U/PS-Jhajha, Distt-Jamui apprehended a CPI ( Maoist) namely KailashRajak 

( Group of  

MaoisleadeSidhuKoda and 01 315 borge rifle along with 01 Mag and 07 Rds 

was  

recovered from his possession. 

 

ii. On 29/10/19, CRPF troops along with state police during area 

domination/search operation at Soli, U/PS-Nauhataa, Distt-Rohtas 

apprehended a maoist namely Binod Singh, Age-39 Yrs, r/o-Rohtas, Bihar. 
 

iii. On 29/10/19, CRPF troops along with state police during Raid operation at 

Jail Nagar, U/PS-Gurua, Distt-Gaya apprehended a maoist namely 

ShivamBhuiyan, Age-30Yrs, r/o-Gaya, Bihar 

 

3.JHARKHAND 



i. On 02/11/19, CRPF troops along with state police during search and destroy 

operation at Nawadi, U/PS-Lawalong, Distt-Chatra, an encounter took place 

between troops and Maoists in which troops neutralised 01Maoist and 

recovered following items from encounter site :- 

1. AK-47 along 03 Mag- 01 No.  

2. SLR rifle along with 03 mag-01 No 

3. .315 Bore along with mag-01 No. 

4. Mobile-08 Nos 

5. Motorola wireless set-01 No. 
 

 

 

 

 

  



 
 

Ops achievement for CRPF website from 28/10/19 to 03/11/2019 
 

 JAMMU & KASHMIR 

 
 

2. On 31/10/19 CRPF troops along with RR, SOG and J&K Police apprehended 

02OGWs of LeT outfit militants in the area of HiubDangerpora crossing, PS- 

Dangiwacha, Distt- Baramulla(J&K) and recovered explosive from the possession 

of apprehended militant. 

3. On 02/11/19 CRPF troops along with RR, SOG and J&K Police apprehended 01 

militant of LeT outfit in the area of Shalimar colony, PS-Sopore, Distt- 

Baramulla,(J&K) and recovered arms/amns from the possession of apprehended 

militant.  

 
 

   -----------------------------------------------------**********------------------------------------ 
 

 


